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Full Visibility Across the
DevOps Pipeline
Gain Real-time Continuous Intelligence from Development to Production

As software development teams move from waterfall development to continuous delivery, the artifact
repository is core to the delivery process where every change submitted is a release candidate. With
Sumo Logic, JFrog Artifactory customers will be able to capture the results of tests, then apply advanced
analytics to make decisions on an automated basis based on metadata and logs collected to prove that a
release candidate is fit for production.

Now JFrog Artifactory users can analyze all data that Artifactory
generates directly from the Artifactory environment. Advanced
analytics powered by the Sumo Logic App for JFrog Artifactory
provides out-of-the-box dashboards and pre-built queries that
give customers:

•• Gain insights into deployments by geolocation, IP address,
or repository.
•• View overall traffic by geolocation, data transfer, most active
IPs, etc.
•• Requests and Access – Requests by repo, status codes, denied
requests, etc.

•• Complete system visibility and overview. Users will gain a
centralized overview of the artifact repositories with the ability to
drill down on repositories to quickly identify recent changes, check
application dependencies and identify potential issues. The Sumo
Logic App for JFrog Artifactory provides a view of all the build
information about how development teams are working.
•• Monitor deployment health. With Sumo Logic, customers will
gain insights into deployments by geolocation, IP address or
repository. Additionally, users will view traffic, requests and
download activity, in addition to monitoring cached and noncached deployment activity.
•• Secure intellectual property. Users will be able to identify patterns
and trends, and create a “normal” baseline of access and usage – a
feature that security teams do not have visibility into today.

Complete Overview
Gain a centralized overview of the artifact repositories with the
ability to drill down on repositories to quickly identify recent changes,
check application dependencies and identify potential issues. The
Sumo Logic App for JFrog Artifactory provides a view of all the build
information about how development teams are working.

•• Download Activity – Accepted and denied downloads by
geolocation, IP, etc.
•• Monitor cached and non-cached deployment activity
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Secure Intellectual Property

About Sumo Logic

Security teams today do not have visibility into what is considered

Sumo Logic is a secure, cloud-native, machine data analytics service,

“normal” access and usage. View dashboards to get 5xx Status Codes,

delivering real-time, continuous intelligence from structured, semi-

and requests by status code every 10 minutes in a stacked column

structured and unstructured data across the entire application

chart on a timeline for the last 24 hours. See denied login requests

lifecycle and stack. More than 1,000 customers around the globe rely

and uploads by repository.

on Sumo Logic for the analytics and insights to build, run and secure
their modern applications and cloud infrastructures. With Sumo Logic,

•• Requests by Status Code (Every 10 Minutes).

customers gain a multi-tenant, service-model advantage to accelerate

•• 5xx Status Codes.

their shift to continuous innovation, increasing competitive advantage,

•• Requests by Repo.

business value and growth. Founded in 2010, Sumo Logic is a privately

•• Uploads by Repo.

held company based in Redwood City, CA and is backed by Accel

•• Denied Login Attempts.

Partners, DFJ, Greylock Partners, IVP, Sequoia Capital and Sutter Hill

•• Accepted Login Attempts.

Ventures. For more information, visit www.sumologic.com.
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